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An Efficient Method for Performance Monitoring of Active Phased Array Antennas Benjamin Bräutigam, Marco Schwerdt, and Markus Bachmann



TABLE I SYSTEM PARAMETERS OF TERRASAR-X



Abstract—Modern synthetic aperture radars (SARs) are equipped with active phased array antennas to electronically generate various antenna beams. The TerraSAR-X satellite is a high resolution SAR system launched in June 2007. Its active phased array X-band antenna hosts 384 transmit/receive modules (TRMs) for controlling the electronic beam steering in azimuth and elevation direction. The precise modeling of the antenna performance is only possible if the actual characteristics of each individual TRM are monitored. TerraSAR-X has been equipped with an innovative characterization mode based on a coding technique, which is the so-called pseudonoise gating method. The individual and simultaneous characterization of all TRMs is realized under most realistic conditions with power supply loads like in nominal radar operation. For the first time, this novel technique has been applied on a spaceborne SAR system. Index Terms—Active phased array antenna, internal calibration, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), TerraSAR-X, transmit/ receive modules (TRMs).



I. I NTRODUCTION



T



HE FAST technological progress and success in remote sensing applications based on spaceborne synthetic aperture radars (SARs) lead to flexible radar systems to satisfy the user needs for global earth observation with diverse data products. Recent satellite SAR instruments are featuring various antenna beams and imaging modes. Many modern SAR systems operate an active phased array antenna to provide the multitude of different antenna beams within short switching times. The accurate monitoring of the antenna performance becomes necessary to achieve the high stability requirements of satellite SAR instruments. The German satellite mission TerraSAR-X, launched in June 2007, has been designed as a flexible X-band SAR system implemented in a public–private-partnership between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and EADS Astrium GmbH [1]. The satellite produces high-quality images in stripmap, spotlight, ScanSAR, and additional experimental modes for all polarizations in left and right looking mode. Covering a wide look angle range, in total, a variety of over 10 000 antenna beams can be commanded in these different modes. The sensor operates at a center frequency of 9.65 GHz with a maximum bandwidth of 300 MHz. Relevant TerraSAR-X system parameters are summarized in Table I.
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TerraSAR-X products have an absolute radiometric accuracy of better than 0.6 dB, inherently based on its relative radiometric accuracy and radiometric stability [2]. This high quality is guaranteed by calibrating the whole system during the commissioning phase after launch [3]. The accuracy of this calibration process essentially depends on the stability of the radar instrument and the capability to determine its radiometric characteristics. Instrument fluctuations and antenna pattern variations are the main error contributions to the radiometric stability. Thus, for monitoring and compensating drift effects down to individual RF components of its active front end, TerraSAR-X hosts an internal calibration facility [4]. For the various antenna beams, the active phased array antenna allows one to electronically steer and shape the patterns. The array consists of 384 slotted waveguide subarrays for horizontal and vertical polarizations arranged in a matrix of N = 12 panels with M = 32 rows. Each array element is individually adjusted in gain and phase by one active transmit/receive module (TRM) for shaping and steering of the antenna pattern in azimuth and elevation direction [5], [6]. Instrument stability is the prerequisite for successful calibration and high radiometric accuracy of a SAR system. The total instrument stability is determined by the internal calibration facility. In the case of drift or failure of individual TRMs, the antenna performance degrades. Only if the actual gain and phase settings—the beam excitation coefficients—are exactly known, the antenna beams can be accurately described. In the module stepping mode of the ENVISAT Advanced SAR (ASAR) instrument [7], individual measurements on the excitation coefficients of the TRMs are only possible if all modules except the one being characterized are switched off. The power load conditions of this module stepping mode are nonrepresentative, as four ASAR TRMs are fed by one power supply. This leads to a less accurate gain and phase estimation
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compared to measurements in the nominal mode with all TRMs operating. This paper shows the advantages of individual TRM characterization with the efficient pseudonoise (PN) gating method [8] implemented on TerraSAR-X [9]. After introducing the system features of TerraSAR-X, its active phased array antenna is presented in Section II. The concept of individual TRM characterization with details on TerraSAR-X specifics is described in Section III and is verified with on-ground tests in Section IV. For the first time, in-orbit characterization results with this coding technique are presented (Section V) in the frame of TerraSAR-X calibration measurements. The accuracy of its performance monitoring capabilities is treated in Section VI.
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Fig. 1. XFE of TerraSAR-X instrument with four of 384 TRMs. The calibration signal is routed via couplers at the TRMs and the calibration facility network (CAL N/W).



II. T ERRA SAR-X A CTIVE P HASED A RRAY A NTENNA The stability of antenna performance is guaranteed by two novel calibration approaches both implemented in the TerraSAR-X system. The first key element of dynamic antenna characterization is a mathematical antenna model covering all passive and active components of the radar front end. The second important part is an internal calibration facility monitoring the instrument stability. In orbit, the absolute power level is calibrated via external targets like transponders or corner reflectors [10], [11]. Hence, for antenna performance monitoring, only relative characterization results are of interest. A. Antenna Model Theory Due to the high amount of different beams and modes, the antenna was precisely characterized on ground instead of costly and time consuming far-field measurements during the mission. An antenna model was established to simulate the patterns before launch validated by a dedicated near-field measurement campaign with a high measurement accuracy of 0.2 dB. Thus, the in-orbit verification can be reduced to a small number of beams [12], [13]. The antenna model calculates the beam shapes, considering different input parameters like the following: • geometry of the antenna; • beam excitation coefficients of all 384 array modules; • an antenna performance matrix; • embedded radiation patterns measured on ground on single subarrays of the antenna. The antenna geometry is well known from the spacecraft structure. The beam excitation coefficients are defined by the applied gain and phase settings of each array element to form the pattern. ˜ mn contains informaThe antenna performance matrix X tion on drift and failures of individual array elements for calculating the antenna patterns. Derived from housekeeping telemetry data or individual module measurements, the actual performance is considered for adapting the individual excitation coefficients. The embedded radiation patterns Gmn (, α) are a superposition of single subarray patterns measured over azimuth angle α and elevation angle . Each TRM excites one radiating subarray with a complex signal xmn = amn · ejϕmn



(1)



where m and n are the indices of the M rows and N panels in the antenna, and the complex beam excitation coefficient xmn consists of amplitude amn and phase ϕmn . Combining the theory of array antennas [14] with the different inputs described earlier, the antenna generates the 2-D pattern E(, α) E(, α) =



−1 M −1 N  



xmn · Gmn (, α) · e−jk sin α(n−



N −1 2 )Δx



m=0 n=0



· e−jk sin (m−



M −1 2 )Δy



.



(2)



Δx and Δy are the subarray spacings in row and panel directions, and k is the wavenumber. B. Instrument Internal Calibration Architecture For calibrating and monitoring the instrument stability, the radar instrument of TerraSAR-X features an internal calibration facility coupling into an additional port of each TRM, as shown in Fig. 1. Calibration pulses are routed through the X-band front end (XFE) to characterize critical elements of the transmit (TX) and receive (RX) paths. These pulses are directly looped back to the recording unit. The acquired signals can only be measured at the composite ports of the distribution networks located in the “signal generation and recording” unit. These signals can be evaluated for total instrument gain and phase. Periodical measurements monitor the instrument stability for possible gain and phase drifts. The TerraSAR-X in-orbit instrument stability is presented in [4]. III. I NDIVIDUAL TRM C HARACTERIZATION A PPROACH Even though the TerraSAR-X XFE is designed to be insensitive to degradations like those of individually failed or drifting modules, it is necessary to detect such failures and continuously characterize the TRMs. The precise modeling of the antenna performance is only possible when the actual characteristics of each individual TRM are known. A. Estimation of Individual TRM Characteristics The tapering and steering of the antenna beam depend on the beam excitation coefficients xmn defining the gain and phase of the TRMs. Thus, apart from measuring the stability
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estimation of gain setting a ˜mn and phase setting ϕ˜mn of the respective TRM x ˜mn = sc ⊗ c∗mn  x ˜mn = sc (t) · c∗mn (t) dt = a ˜mn ej ϕ˜mn .



Fig. 2. Superposition of signals of all TRMs. Each signal is scrambled by its own code sequence applied from pulse to pulse.



of the instrument, it is necessary to retrieve information on the performance of individual TRMs. The actual status of each TRM setting has to be known, particularly considering performance degradation or malfunction. Comparing telemetry data (e.g., voltage and temperature behaviors of the TRMs) to appropriate on-ground characterization only provides limited information on the radar performance. The direct RF measurements of individual TRMs would only be possible if all modules except the one being characterized are switched off. This socalled module stepping procedure—as used for the ENVISAT ASAR instrument [7]—does not represent the actual status of operating modules due to different power supply loading in this mode. A detailed analysis of individual TRMs within an active phased array antenna can be achieved by a coding technique, which is the so-called PN gating method, developed at the DLR [8]. The name “PN gating method” refers to the possibility of scrambling the TRM signals with a PN code. The advantage of this technique is that individual TRMs are characterized while all modules are operating, i.e., a characterization under most realistic conditions. In this special internal calibration mode, the actual phase of each TRM is shifted by ±90◦ from pulse to pulse according to a unique code sequence cmn ◦



cmn = e±j90 .



(3)



Changing the phase of a signal by a total of 180◦ means to alternate its sign, depending on the code bit position but keeping its magnitude constant (see Fig. 2). The total phase commanded for a TRM is the phase ϕmn of its setting plus a shift by ±90◦ . Consequently, the superposition of all TRM gains amn and phases ϕmn at the composite port of the distribution network yields the composite signal sc (t), as shown in Fig. 2 sc (t) =



−1 M −1 N  



cmn (t) · amn ejϕmn + nmn



(4)



m=0 n=0



where amn and ϕmn are assumed to be constant during its short measurement time of about 1 s, t defines the time position inside the code sequence, and nmn is the TRM inherent noise. Thus, the individual TRM signal is only changed over time by varying its sign cmn (t). To extract the information for one TRM, the composite signal is correlated with its conjugate complex code sequence. By this correlation process, the code modulation is removed, and the complex correlation peak represents an



(5)



All estimated excitation coefficients are summarized in the ˜ mn of M rows and N columns antenna performance matrix X (panels) according to the active antenna array of the SAR instrument ⎞ ⎛ ˜1N ej ϕ˜1N a ˜11 ej ϕ˜11 · · · a .. .. .. ˜ mn = ⎝ ⎠. X (6) . . . jϕ ˜M 1 jϕ ˜M N ··· a ˜M N e a ˜M 1 e This antenna performance matrix is fed into the antenna model for beam optimization and recalculation of the actual antenna pattern [see (2)]. B. Applicable Codes Simulations have shown the impact of different code types on the quality of the correlation process [3]. The orthogonal Walsh code [15] has proven its robustness for the TerraSAR-X system, showing no code error due to cross correlation. In contrast, PN codes with finite suppression of the cross correlation have a higher estimation error of the characterized signal amplitude and phase. In addition, they are sensitive to different antenna phase distributions. Orthogonal Walsh codes derived from Hadamard matrices have the advantage of symmetric and recursive construction for a matrix dimension to the power of two [16]. To keep the measurement time and data volume low, the applied code length l shall be as short as possible. The number of array elements restricts the minimum code length lmodule = 2w ≥ N · M with an integer value w. matrix is printed in ⎛ 1 1 1 1 −1 1 ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ 1 1 −1 ⎜ ⎜ 1 −1 −1 H8×8 = ⎜ 1 ⎜1 1 ⎜ 1 −1 1 ⎜ ⎝ 1 1 −1 1 −1 −1



(7)



An example of an 8 × 8 Hadamard 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1



1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1



1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 1



1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 1 1



⎞ 1 −1 ⎟ ⎟ −1 ⎟ ⎟ 1 ⎟ ⎟. −1 ⎟ ⎟ 1 ⎟ ⎠ 1 −1



(8)



Each TRM is assigned to one row of the matrix, i.e., it has one code sequence of length l. A code sequence element is valid for the time of one pulse. According to the sign of the matrix value, the phase of a TRM is shifted by ±90◦ . Each code sequence is orthogonal to all other code sequences. C. TRM Characterization Modes of TerraSAR-X The PN gating mode of TerraSAR-X can be executed as the following three basic performance checks while all 384 TRMs
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are simultaneously operated: • module level with a minimum of 512 code bits for 384 TRMs; • panel level with a minimum of 16 code bits for 12 panels; • row level with a minimum of 32 code bits for 32 rows. As the antenna beams are realized by applying row-wise excitation settings for elevation steering and panelwise excitation settings for azimuth steering, row and panel level checks are well suited for characterizing the beam excitations. For row level check, all modules of one antenna row are assigned to the same code sequence. Thus, the row level check provides an averaged estimation of the excitation setting for each row and, consequently, the 32 antenna beam settings in elevation. Panel level check means averaging over all subarray modules within one panel. The final result of all panels describes the antenna azimuth settings. Although the minimum number of bits for each PN gating measurement is sufficient, a longer code length helps to improve correlation quality. Thus, for TerraSAR-X, row and panel level measurements are executed with 64 code bits each. The total measurement time is driven by the number of pulses per bit and the commanded pulse repetition frequency. It is on the order of 1 s for each mode.
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Fig. 3. Minimum code length for M rows and N panels with M = N .



D. Advanced TRM Failure Check For health check of the front end, it is necessary to get a reliable feedback on failed TRMs, as this is a strong indication for instrument contingencies. During satellite operations, a fast but reliable failure diagnosis is necessary. This can be realized with an advanced TRM failure check method, as failed TRMs are detected by lower power levels of the respective row and panel at the affected array element position. The total number of measured calibration pulses can be significantly reduced by only measuring the antenna array on row and panel levels consecutively. The total code length of both code sequences from panel and row level checks is   = 2u ≥ N lrow = 2v ≥ M lpanel   + lrow = 2u + 2v ≥ N + M lpanel



(9) (10)



with integer values u and v. For N and M greater than two, it can be derived that the total number of code pulses is less than for the code length lmodule of a module level check N + M 
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